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SAFETY and FIRE EQUIPMENT
SAFETY and FIRE EQUIPMENT
VERSABRITE™

FLASHLIGHTS LAMPS & BATTERIES
#2250BLK

$22.25 Ea

Versabrite™ is made of Xenoy/Polycarbonate material and features a multiple position swivel head
that allows you to point the bright (6,000 Candlepower / 7 Lumens) beam in any direction. Due to its
compact size and only .198 lbs. of weight the VersaBrite™ securely clips on to visors, caps and
clothing. It includes 2-AA cell alkaline batteries providing 1.80 Watts (3 Volts @ .60 Amps) with a
Battery Burn Time of 5-6 Hours @ 50° F and is water resistant (but not for diving applications). Black

MINI –SYSTEM

MITYLITE™ 2-AAA

#1950CBLK

$19.50 Ea

Mitylite™ is made of unbreakable space age hi-impact polycarbonate resin and is 4.5" in length.
With 7 Lumens, and 6,000 candlepower, its laser spot Xenon lamp module can cut through water,
smoke, fog, and rain making it a perfect light source for all applications. The MityLite™ is compact,
lightweight and equipped with a shirt clip, making it easy to fit into pockets, purses, tool kits, camera
bags, or glove compartments. Accidental turn on and mechanical switch failure is eliminated
because of the rotary on/off switch. 2 ea. Alkaline 'AAA' Cell Batteries provide 1.11 Watts (3 Volts
@.37 Amps) for a Burn Time of 2 Hours @ 50° F. The MityLite™ is submersible to 500 feet. The
system includes; batteries, spare lamp, Lite bender, two night vision discs (red and blue/green),
spare o-ring and a stainless steel split ring. The container is a very stylish and attractive case. The
Weight of MityLite™, including batteries - .156 lbs. Black

500 Feet

#2300BLK MITYLITE™ 2-AA

500 Feet

Helmet
(Hard Hat) Holder
Fits: 2250, 1900 (1950),
2300 & 2400 Series

$19.95 Ea.

The Mitylite™ is made of Xenoy/Polycarbonate unbreakable chemical
resistant resin material. Its focused laser spot Xenon beam can cut through
smoke, fog and rain making it a perfect light source for all applications.
Accidental turn on and mechanical switch failure is eliminated because of
the rotary on/off switch. It includes 2-AA cell alkaline batteries (4.2 Burn
Time) and is water resistant (but not for diving applications). 8,000Candle
Power, 8 Lumens, Watts - 1.8 (3 Volts @ .60 Amps), Weight with Batteries .268 lbs). Black

500 Feet

#700S
$15.95 Ea

$48.95 Ea. #8040M10BLK

An innovative hi-tech flashlight for use by
professionals (30,000 Candlepower / 72 Lumens).
11-1/4" in length and equipped with a handy on/off
intermittent switch. Made of chemical resistant,
unbreakable material with a thermo plastic rubber
grip. The lens is made of a high temperature nylon
SABRELITE™ RECOIL™ #2010BLK
$69.90 Ea
lens protected by a thermoplastic rubber shroud.
The Recoil™ 2010 is Pelican's flagship LED flashlight. Recoil LED
The sure grip sheath and head are made of
Technology™ produces a white collimated beam that's as bright as an
thermoplastic rubber to resist chemicals and
incandescent light of 32 Lumens and provides 10,000 hours of lamp life.
perspiration. Its bright pre-focused Xenon laser
Includes 3 each Alkaline 'C' Cell Batteries providing 1 Watt at 4.5 Volts, with a
spot beam penetrates fog and smoke. It also
Battery Burn Time of 50+ hours @ 50° F. The rugged lightweight Xenoy® body
includes a safety battery tray to hold 4 each “C”
is submersible to 500 feet and a twist on/off lens shroud eliminates accidental
cell alkaline batteries (not included) in order to
discharge. Weight with Batteries - .370 lbs. Black
avoid accidents in case that cells are inverted. 4.8
Watts (6 Volts @ .80 Amps) with a Battery Burn
STEALTHLITE™
Time of 7.7 Hours @ 50° F. It is water resistant
AQUA KING LITE™
The StealthLite™ is made of unbreakable
(but not for diving applications). Weight with
#4100LSBL
$99.95
Ea
corrosion proof ABS body and hi-impact
Batteries – 1.15 lbs. Black
The Aqua KingLite™ is submersible to 500
polycarbonate lens. Its10,000 Candlepower 25
feet (150 meters) as it is the diving version
Lumen laser spot xenon lamp module gives an
of the King PelicanLite™. Features include
extremely bright, white beam, which can cut
100,000 Candlepower/ 251.4 Lumens
through water, smoke, fog and rain making it a
provided by a dual filament Xenon back-up
perfect light source for all applications. The
safety lamp, operating during 30 hours each
StealthLite™ has a one handed on/off locking
filament (60 hours in total).
switch plus a heavy-duty lanyard. It includes (4)
It includes a patented shock absorbing
internal battery module that protects 8-D
AA cell alkaline batteries (Battery Burn Time 4
cells Alkaline batteries (not included) from
Hours @ 50° F) 3.18 Watts (.53 Amps @ 6
hard abuse. 14.40 Watts (12 Volts @ 1.2
Volts) Weight with Batteries - .493 lbs
Amps) Battery Burn Time 10-12 Hours.
#2400BLK (Black)
$35.50 Ea
Weight with Batteries 4.63 lbs. Blue

#2400YLW (Yellow)

#1930L1Y

$35.50 Ea

$16.55 Ea

This small LED Light provides a concentrated close quarter beam. The white LED lamp provides up to
10,000 hours of usage (Candle Power - 6,000, Lumens - 8.9, Watts - .18). Four replaceable #04-0320-00
alkaline coin cells (included) offer up to 130 hours of battery life. It is equipped with a neck lanyard and a
handy push button on/off switch that can be used with only one hand. Ideal for all applications and is water
resistant (but not for diving applications). Weight with batteries .156 lbs. Yellow

With LED
HeadsUP Lite™ an LED flashlight that's just as bright as a
high performance incandescent 33 Lumens, without the
annoying dark spots and irregular beam pattern caused by
standard filament lamps. Here's the secret: by pointing the
LED backwards into the reflector, 100% of the light is
captured and projected forward. The squared spot on the
beam is your proof that all available light is being used and
there's no peripheral projection. It's a true collimated beam
that cuts through thick smoke, dust, and the darkest abyss.
Recoil LED Technology™. Weight w/Batteries .645 lbs. (6Volts / 1-Watt). Includes (4) 'AA' Alkaline Batteries Battery
Burn Time 33 Hours @ 50º F Shown with Cloth Strap. A
Rubber Strap is Also Included.

HEADSUP LITE™
SERIES
CANDLEPOWER
LUMENS AMPS
Primary - 10,000
Back-up - 6,000
VOLTS – 6
WATTS – 3

500 Feet
#2680CS $79.95 Ea

25
25

0.75
0.50

The powerful HeadsUp Lite™ series
provides a hands-tree light to the exact area
needed. Two Krypton® Lamps are available,
one hi-intensity and one low intensity. For
bare heads, the large, firm yet soft head pad
and elastic cloth strap provides a
comfortable tit. A rubber strap is also
included for avoiding slipping on industrial
helmets and hard hats.

Energizer®

500 Feet

With Krypton Lamps
BATTERIES BURN TIME
2-3 Hours @ 50º F
4-5 Hours @ 50º F
4Ea. 'AA' Alkaline Batteries (Included)
WEIGHT w/BATTERIES .943 lbs.

HeadsUp™
HeadsUp™
w/Cloth Strap
w/Rubber
#2600CS Strap
$43.50 EA

Industrial Alkaline batteries operate well in temperature extremes (-18°C
to 55°C), have excellent shelf life (up to 7 years of storage), and require no special
disposal requirements because of the” no mercury-added” composition.
AAAA* 2pk E96BP-2
AAA 24pk EN92-24
AA
24pk EN91-24
C
12pk EN93-12
D
12pk EN95-12
9V
12pk EN22-12

$3.80
$13.80
$13.20
$11.45
$14.25
$24.50

*Not ShownAdvanced Titanium
Prices Shown Per Pack

608

Stylus Reach® 18
The slim, compact, lightweight (3.5 oz) Stylus Reach® allows you to
see almost anywhere. Thanks to its flexible 18.75” cable extension,
that allows for 25.5” of “reach” 13” when the cable is folded. The Highintensity Arctic White LED (4.3 lumens Candle Power) lasts 100,000
hours. Includes (3) “AAAA” Size Alkaline Batteries that lasts up to 60
hours of continuous use Anodized, Black Machined Aluminum Housing,
Waterproof, Individually Serialized, with Aluminum Clip. Diameter - .38”

#65618

$29.95 Ea

